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CHAPTER 6
RATING, POSTING AND CLOSING OF BRIDGES
6.1

INTRODUCTION

The rating of a bridge to determine its load carrying capacity and, if needed, posting it for that load, is just as
important in helping to ensure the safety of the traveling public as is a bridge inspection. In addition, federal
NBIS regulations require that each bridge in the National Bridge Inventory be rated and be posted if the
maximum unrestricted legal loads in a state exceed the operating rating of the bridge.
In Massachusetts, M.G.L. Chapter 85 Section 35 makes MassDOT responsible for determining the maximum
load that a municipal bridge on a public highway can safely carry. Furthermore, M.G.L. Chapter 85 Section 34
makes the owner of the bridge, whether it is MassDOT, another state agency, municipality or other owner,
responsible for maintaining the posting signs denoting the maximum weight of vehicle with load that the bridge
may safely carry.
In order to comply with the NBIS and M.G.L., MassDOT has undertaken the rating of all MassDOT and
municipal bridges, in addition to their inventory and inspection, and reports the results to FHWA on the SI&A
record for each bridge. If posting is needed, the State Bridge Engineer determines what that posting should be
and informs the municipality by letter. MassDOT bridges are posted by official action of the MassDOT
Highway Administrator based on the State Bridge Engineer’s recommendation.
When MassDOT rates a bridge, a rating report is produced in accordance with Chapter 7 of the MassDOT
Bridge Manual, which documents all of the calculations and assumptions that were used in determining the safe
load carrying capacity of the bridge. The rating report considers two load rating levels, Inventory and
Operating. The Inventory Rating Level denotes the maximum weight of vehicle that can go over the bridge on
a regular basis and it is equivalent to the Factors of Safety used when designing a new bridge. The Operating
Rating Level denotes the maximum weight of vehicle that can go over the bridge on an infrequent basis.
The statutory rating vehicles used for rating purposes are defined as: H20 (2 axle) with a total vehicle weight
of 20 tons; Type 3 (3 axle) with a total vehicle weight of 25 tons; Types 3S2 (5 axle) with a total vehicle weight
of 36 tons; and the HS20 (3 axle tractor trailer) with a total vehicle weight of 36 tons.
The color of the rating report cover may be green, yellow or red, depending on the inventory rating of the
statutory rating vehicles. A green cover signifies that the inventory rating of all statutory rating vehicles is
greater than their statutory limits. A yellow cover signifies that the inventory rating for any one of the four
statutory rating vehicles is less than its statutory limit but greater than 6 tons. A red cover signifies that the
inventory rating for any one of the four statutory rating vehicles is 6 tons or less.
The posting vehicles are the vehicles whose load rating is used when the bridge is posted. MassDOT
currently uses the following posting trucks: H20 truck, Type 3 truck, and the Type 3S2 truck. The posting of a
bridge is based primarily on the Inventory Rating Level.
This chapter will discuss factors that warrant a rating or a re-rating of a bridge and will outline the procedures
to be followed when requesting a rating or re-rating of the bridge. In addition, this chapter will outline the
procedures required to log and process rating reports, including the additional procedures required for
processing red cover rating reports, as well as the procedures associated with the closing of a bridge. Finally,
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this chapter will outline procedures to be used to process a completed rating report and discuss any necessary
follow up field procedures associated with implementing the recommendations presented in the rating report.
6.2

FACTORS THAT WARRANT A RATING/RE-RATING REQUEST

All bridges require a rating report to be produced and incorporated into the bridge’s history file. Newer
bridges have rating reports produced once construction has been completed and Bridge Inspection has
completed the Initial Routine Inspection of the structure. In addition, it is also very important to have a rating
that reflects the structure’s most current condition.
Existing bridges with existing ratings reports require a re-rating when a condition may affect the live load
carrying capacity of the structure. Examples of factors that can lead to a re-rating request are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

A reduced section capacity to bridge elements at critical locations due to deterioration or structural
damage
The addition or reduction of dead load on a structure, such as the addition of additional wearing surface
material or addition of a transfer slab on prestressed deck beam structures or any alterations to concrete
encased steel beam structures
The loss of prestressing strands on prestressed concrete beam structures
Repairs or alterations to structural steel members that result in an increase to section capacity at critical
section locations
Long term changes to traffic patterns such as lane additions or lane restrictions
Outdated older rating reports

Although most requests for re-rating are obvious, such as the completion of a rehabilitation contract, or
completion of a resurfacing project, etc., not all needs for a re-rating are so evident. Detailed field observation
is required to expose the changes and therefore the District Bridge Inspection Units must provide the
measurements, sketches and detailed dimensioning necessary to verify and recommend that a re-rating be
initiated. This information should be clear and concise with enough information for the Bridge Inspection
Engineer or his/her staff personnel to concur and make a re-rating assignment or to reject the request if deemed
in-appropriate.
It should be noted that, generally, deterioration of the concrete deck (by itself) supported on a stringer type
structure would not warrant a request for re-rating of the structure.
6.3

PROCEDURES FOR REQUESTING A RATING/RE-RATING OF A STRUCTURE

When it is determined that a structure may require a rating/ re-rating, the District Bridge Inspection Engineer
or his/her’s designee, shall prepare the request using the bridge rating/re-rating form (See Attachment 6-1,
Request for Bridge Rating/Re-Rating Form). The form provides a checklist of items to be filled out and
submitted from the DBIE through the DBE to the ABIE.
A request for bridge rating/re-rating may originate from the Team Leader, but may also be requested by the
State Bridge Engineer, the District Bridge Engineer, the District Highway Director, Area Bridge Inspection
Engineer or the District Bridge Inspection Engineer. The request shall contain the reason for the request with
documented information and shall be verified by the Area Bridge Inspection Engineer.
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The DBIE shall assign a priority to the rating/re-rating request. The rating priority shall be classified as High,
Medium, or Low. The priority ranking should reflect the severity of the conditions observed in relation to the
capacity stated in the existing rating report for the structures elements. For example, a member that has
extensive section loss and has a stated inventory rating capacity near statutory loading levels, should be
assigned a high priority.
The Area Inspection Engineer will log the request in 4D. The ABIE will confirm the need for the rating and
indicate if any plans, previous rating reports and prior VIRTIS rating files exist for the structure. For a new or
recently rehabilitated structure, the ABIE will indicate the Project Number of the rehabilitation and the Contract
Number for the Design Consultant for the rehabilitation and include that information onto the rating /re-rating
request form. The ABIE shall also check the Bridge Inspection database to ensure that the structure has not
already been assigned to a consultant firm for re-rating.
Upon completion of the review, the ABIE will approve or reject the request in 4D. If approved the ABIE shall
forward the request to the Bridge Inspection Engineer, who shall review the request and add his/her comments
and then forward the request to the State Bridge Engineer for concurrence or rejection. Upon receiving the
request back from the State Bridge Engineer with his recommendation, the Bridge Inspection Engineer shall
assign the structure to a rating consultant to perform a new rating.
A 10 year evaluation must be done on all structures that have rating reports that are 10 years old or older.
The purpose of the 10 year evaluation is for the DBIE to thoroughly review the present conditions that a
structure exhibits and compare those conditions to the assumptions contained in the rating report on file in order
to ensure that the rating report is still valid.
A form shall be filled out and submitted by the DBIE containing their recommendation to either re-rate the
bridge or defer the re-rating. A reason for the recommendation will be required for either case. The form shall
be completed and submitted on every 10th year anniversary of the latest rating report that exists for a structure.
The form will then be forwarded to the ABIE, who shall place it in the NBIS history file. Refer to Attachment
6-2 for a copy of the 10 Year Rating Evaluation Form.
It should be noted that the request for rating or re-rating block on any inspection report shall be continually
filled out by the team leaders. The DBIE shall then review the request for rating or re-rating block on every
inspection report. If the DBIE does not concur with the recommendations in the rating block, the DBIE shall
then state and write in the rating block why he/she does not agree.
6.4

PROCEDURES FOR LOGGING, AND ROUTING OF RATINGS

When the completed rating reports are received by the Bridge Inspection Engineer from the rating consultant
engineering firm, the BIE shall forward the two copies of the rating reports to the ABIE. The ABIE shall log
the reports into the 4D system and forward the reports to the bridge inspection staff engineer, who in turn,
forwards the report to the Ratings and Overload Engineer for review. If a red cover rating report is delivered to
the BIE, then a separate process and procedure will be followed in the review and processing of these reports.
This process will be described in further detail in Section 6.6.
If the review leads to an unsatisfactory discovery of contents, then R&O Engineer shall prepare a
memorandum with all of the reviewers’ comments to be addressed and send the IOM to the Bridge Inspection
Engineer. The BIE shall forward the reports and comments to the ABIE. The ABIE shall log the action taken
into the 4D system and forward the rating reports and comments to the staff engineer, who in turn, will send
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back the material to the consultant engineering firm. Upon receiving the corrected ratings reports with
comments addressed, the rating reports will follow the steps outlined previously above.
The procedure above will be followed until an acceptable Rating is approved.
6.5

PROCEDURES FOR PROCESSING RATING REPORTS BY RATINGS & OVERLOAD UNIT

The Ratings & Overload Engineer or designee shall review the summary sheet contained in the rating report
to the corresponding color of the rating report so as to ensure that the color meets the guidelines of the Bridge
Manual and check for rating completeness. The Ratings & Overload Engineer will then assign the rating report
to a member of the Ratings & Overload Unit for review. Upon receiving the rating reports from BIE, the
Ratings and Overload Engineer will be responsible to care for all copies until such time as the reports are
returned for final processing or returned to the consultant for revisions or corrections. Upon satisfactory review
and concurrence of the contents and recommendations of the rating report, the Ratings & Overload unit shall
prepare a memo to the NBIS file, see Attachment 6-3, for the State Bridge Engineer’s review and signature.
The rating reviewer will review all of the methods, assumptions and calculations by which the Consultant
determined the rating to be in conformance with Chapter 7 of the Bridge Manual. The rating reviewer will also
review the Consultant's recommendations, check that they are precise, unambiguous, are substantiated by the
appropriate calculations.
MassDOT procedures for determining the proper posting of a bridge is outlined below. This procedure shall
be implemented by the Ratings & Overload Unit during their review of rating reports and in their
recommendations to the State Bridge Engineer.
Bridges will only be posted if a rating report with full calculations, accepted by the State Bridge Engineer
exists and a posting has been recommended by the State Bridge Engineer. The only exceptions are as follows:
1. If bridge conditions have deteriorated to the point at which it is obvious that the load carrying capacity
has been diminished and public safety is in jeopardy, an emergency posting may be imposed by the
State Bridge Engineer.
2. A rating report based upon engineering judgment accepted by the State Bridge Engineer which states
that although the bridge had been carrying loads, it is in the interest of public safety to post the bridge.
The posting recommendations will be based upon the Inventory Rating Levels for the posting trucks.
However, depending on the condition of the bridge and the structure type, the following provisions may also be
considered in determining the posting recommendation:
1. If an overstress which is less than or equal to 5% over the Inventory Rating Levels results in statutory
weights for all posting trucks, then the posting may be Waived at the discretion of the State Bridge
Engineer.
2. If an overstress over Inventory Rating Levels which is greater than 5% but less than or equal to 10%
results in statutory weights for all posting trucks, then the bridge may be posted for the statutory limits
for all three posting trucks at the discretion of the State Bridge Engineer.
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Notwithstanding the provisions stated above, the State Bridge Engineer reserves the right to waive a posting
on a case by case basis due to extenuating circumstances if it is determined that the bridge will still be safe for
the traffic that will be using the bridge. The basis for such a waiver will be outlined in the State Bridge
Engineer’s “Memo to the NBIS File”.
6.6

PROCEDURES FOR PROCESSING RATING REPORTS WITH RED COVERS

The purpose of this Section is to provide a standard procedure and policy on processing Rating Reports which
have Red Covers. Rating reports with red covers shall be classified as Red Cover reports if the recommended
rating of any of the four rating vehicles is 6 Tons or less.
While an analysis is being performed on a structure that has been assigned to a consultant engineering firm or
to the Ratings and Overload Unit and the analysis indicates that the recommended rating of any of the four
rating vehicles will be 6 Tons or less, the consultant firm or the R&O Unit shall immediately notify the
Department (the State Bridge Engineer or Bridge Inspection Engineer or Ratings and Overloads Engineer) and
receive further instructions on how to submit the report.
Upon receiving the ratings, the State Bridge Engineer’s Administrative staff will submit all Red Cover ratings
to the State Bridge Engineer along with the letter of transmittal. Two separate log books to track Red Cover
ratings will be created see Attachments 6-4; Red Cover Rating Report Log, one book will be with the State
Bridge Engineer and the other with the Bridge Inspection Engineer.
The State Bridge Engineer (or Assistant State Bridge Engineer) will log the rating in his log book, keep one
copy of the rating report for his/her immediate review, and send the remainder along with the letter of
transmittal to the Bridge Inspection Engineer. Upon receipt of the rating books, the Bridge Inspection Engineer
will log the rating in the logbook and in the 4D system and notify the ABIE of its submission.
The State Bridge Engineer will review the Red Cover rating recommendations and determine if immediate
implementation is required or if an engineering review is required. This action will be written down, dated,
noted to whom it is assigned and attached to the rating book and forwarded for execution. This action will also
be noted in the State Bridge Engineer’s log book. A copy of this action form will be forwarded to the Bridge
Inspection Engineer. See Attachment 6-5, Red Cover Rating Tracking Form, for the standard Red Cover
Rating tracking form to be filled out by the State Bridge Engineer.
Upon the State Bridge Engineer’s decision that the bridge is to be posted or closed immediately while the
rating report is in Engineering Review, the procedures outlined in Section 6.9 “Procedure for closing a bridge
due to inspection or a prepared bridge rating report” shall be followed.
Upon the State Bridge Engineer’s decision that no immediate action will be required, the review of the report
by the R&O unit is high priority and shall be completed in a timely manner.
The engineering review performed by the Rating and Overloads Unit shall include a review all of the
methods, assumptions and calculations by which the Consultant determined the rating. The rating reviewer will
also review the Consultant's recommendations, check that they are precise, unambiguous, are substantiated by
the appropriate calculations.
The State Bridge Engineer and the Bridge Inspection Engineer will compare their log books periodically to
ensure that both are complete and exact. The State Bridge Engineer will review the status of the required action
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on each rating on a monthly basis. Upon receipt of the rating reviewer's report, the State Bridge Engineer will
review it and make sure that all of the Consultant's recommendations have been addressed.
6.7

DOCUMENTATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF APPROVED RATINGS

Once the State Bridge Engineer has signed the NBIS memo for the rating report, the rating reports and signed
NBIS memo shall be delivered to the Bridge Inspection Engineer, who in turn, will forward them to the ABIE.
The ABIE will update in 4D the Posting Status and Posting Date as outlined in Section 6.7.1. The reports will
then be given to the Ratings and Overloads Engineer for the updating in 4D of the Items 63 trough Item 66
along with the inventory, operating and recommended loads as outlined in Section 6.7.1. The ABIE will prepare
the necessary correspondence and process and distribute the rating reports as outlined. The ABIE will also
prepare the letter of completion, which contains the consultant’s evaluation score, to the consultant firm that has
performed the bridge rating.
If the bridge is owned by MassDOT and requires posting, then the Area Bridge Inspection Engineer shall
prepare a Miscellaneous Items for MassDOT Highway Board. After the Board approves the posting
recommendation, the Area Bridge Inspection Engineer shall prepare an Interoffice Memorandum (for the State
Bridge Engineer’s signature) to the District Highway Director regarding the required action. The District
Bridge Engineer is responsible for notify municipalities of posting recommendations.
If the bridge is owned by a city or town, then the Area Bridge Inspection Engineer shall prepare a letter (for
the State Bridge Engineer’s signature) of notification of required action for the bridge to the Municipality and
the District Highway Director.
The Area Bridge Inspection Engineer then forwards one copy of the letter written to the municipalities and
District Highway Directors along with the NBIS File memo to the District Bridge Inspection Engineer.
Upon completion, the Bridge Inspection Engineer or his/her designee will give the rating report book to the
bridge inspection staff engineer charged with filing the reports and copies of the letters (bound into the front of
the rating report) in the Bridge Rating File.
Summarized and referred to in Attachment 6-6 thru 6-17 are typical sample memorandums or letters that are
generated via 4D in the processing of rating reports by the Area Bridge Inspection Engineers. These
attachments are listed as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Attachment 6-6: Sample IOM to DHD No Posting of State Owned Structure
Attachment 6-7: Sample Letter to City/Town No Posting of Municipally Owned Structure
Attachment 6-8: Sample IOM to DHD Posting State Owned Structure
Attachment 6-9: Sample IOM to DHD Posting Municipally Owned Structure
Attachment 6-10: Sample Letter to City/Town Posting of Municipally Owned Structure
Attachment 6-11: Sample IOM to DHD Remain Posted of State Owned Structure
Attachment 6-12: Sample Letter to City/Town Remain Posted Municipally Owned Structure
Attachment 6-13: Sample IOM to DHD Waiving the Posting State Owned Structure
Attachment 6-14: Sample Letter to City/Town Waiving the Posting of Municipally Owned Structure
Attachment 6-15: Sample IOM to DHD Closure of State Owned Structure
Attachment 6-16: Sample Letter to City/Town Closure of Municipally Owned Structure
Attachment 6-17: Miscellaneous Item Form
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Procedures on Posting and Rating Items on the SI&A

The Area Bridge Inspection Engineer and the Ratings and Overloads Engineer are responsible for the proper
coding of the completed Ratings as outlined below. Information to be entered on the SI&A comes from the
completed NBIS File Memo (see Attachment 6-3).
The following definitions shall be utilized in this section.
•

MM/DD/YYYY = Date coded in the following format: Month/Day/Year
*(1) = For State owned bridges
*(2) = For Municipally owned bridges

•

POSTING LOADS = The following Massachusetts Specific Inventory Items:
RECOMMENDED 2 AXLES, RECOMMENDED 3 AXLES, RECOMMENDED 5 AXLES

•

LOAD ITEMS = The following Massachusetts Specific Inventory Items: OPR H20, OPR Type 3,
OPR 3S2, OPR HS, INV H20, INV TYPE 3, INV 3S2, INV HS

The Posting Loads are found under the Field Posting section of the SI&A. The Load Items are found under
the Rating Loads section of the SI&A. These sections of the SI&A that are to be updated by ABIE and R&O
Engineer are shown on Attachment 6-18.
If an accepted rating report, with full calculations, exists and a POSTING has been recommended by the State
Bridge Engineer, the following items shall be coded as shown:
POSTING DATE

MM/DD/YYYY

POSTING STATUS
POSTING LOADS
LOAD ITEMS

POSTED

“date of Board Action"*(1)
“date of State Bridge Engineers Memo to NBIS file”*(2)
“coded as shown”
“code according to MassDOT Supplemental Coding Guide”
“code according to MassDOT Supplemental Coding Guide”

If an accepted rating report, with full calculations, exists and shows loading of equal or exceeding
STATUTORY load and the State Bridge Engineer concurs with the findings, the following items shall be coded
as shown:
POSTING DATE
POSTING STATUS
POSTING LOADS
LOAD ITEMS

MM/DD/YYYY
LEGAL

“date of State Bridge Engineers’ memo to NBIS file”
“coded as shown”
“coded “blank” for all Items”
“code according to MassDOT Supplemental Coding Guide”

If an accepted rating report, based on Engineering Judgment exists and it recommends no posting required
and the Director of Bridges and Structures concurs with the findings, the following items shall be coded as
shown:
POSTING DATE
POSTING STATUS
POSTING LOADS

MM/DD/YYYY
EJDMT

“date of State Bridge Engineers’ Memo to NBIS file”
“coded as shown”
“coded “blank” for all Items”
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“code according to MassDOT Supplemental Coding Guide”

If an accepted rating report, based on Engineering Judgment exists and it recommends posting of the bridge
and the State Bridge Engineer concurs with the findings, the following items shall be coded as shown:
POSTING DATE

MM/DD/YYYY

POSTING STATUS
POSTING LOADS
LOAD ITEMS

EJDMT

“date of Board Action"*(1)
“date of State Bridge Engineers’ Memo to NBIS file”*(2)
“coded as shown”
“code according to MassDOT Supplemental Coding Guide”
“code according to MassDOT Supplemental Coding Guide”

When a posting is WAIVED, the following items shall be coded as indicated to represent the WAIVED
category:
POSTING DATE
POSTING STATUS
POSTING LOADS
LOAD ITEMS

MM/DD/YYYY
WAIVED

“date of State Bridge Engineers letter to NBIS file”
“coded as shown”
“coded “blank” for all Items”
“code according to MassDOT Supplemental Coding Guide”

If an accepted rating report, with full calculations, exists and a recommendation to CLOSE has been
determined by the State Bridge Engineer, the following items shall be coded as shown:
POSTING DATE
POSTING STATUS
POSTING LOADS

LOAD ITEMS

MM/DD/YYYY
CLOSED

“date of closing”
“coded as shown”
“coded as follows:”
RECOMMENDED 2 AXLES = 00
RECOMMENDED 3 AXLES = 00
RECOMMENDED 5 AXLES = 00
“code according to MassDOT Supplemental Coding Guide”

If any changes are required on any of the above stated items, the DBIE shall request changes to be made by
marking up an SI&A and submitting it to the ABIE.
6.8

BRIDGE POSTING REDUCTION BASED ON AN INSPECTION

The purpose of this section is to establish a procedure for the reporting of a changed condition noted during a
bridge inspection which may require the structure to be posted or a reduction of the existing posting. This
procedure shall be used for all bridges owned by MassDOT or Municipalities.
When performing any inspection on a bridge upon observation of a changed condition which in the opinion of
the inspection team leader may result in posting or a reduction of the existing posting of a bridge, the Inspection
Team Leader (TL) shall notify the District Bridge Inspection Engineer (DBIE). The Inspection Team Leader
will complete the report in the 4D in a timely manner. The DBIE will review the report and notify the ABIE
that the report is completed and along with the request to perform a rating/re-rating.
Upon review by the State Bridge Engineer, recommendations may require implementation prior to the
completion and approval of the load rating. Recommendations may be, but are not limited to, lane restrictions,
posting reduction or closure.
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Once the recommendation from the State Bridge Engineer is documented in the NBIS memo to the file the
ABIE will prepare and process the paperwork as outlined in Section 6.7.
The ABIE will provide the bridge inspection staff engineer with the completed documentation (NBIS File
memo) to incorporate within the existing rating report. The DBIE will be responsible for the updating of the
district’s copy of the rating report.
6.9
PROCEDURES FOR CLOSING A BRIDGE DUE TO AN INSPECTION OR A PREPARED
BRIDGE RATING REPORT
The purpose of this section is to establish a procedure for the reporting of any unsafe condition noted during a
bridge inspection or as a result of a Rating Report, which would require the bridge to be CLOSED. This
procedure shall be used for all MassDOT and Municipally-owned bridges. For the purposes of this Section,
CLOSURE may be taken to refer to either full or partial closure of a bridge, depending on the situation.
6.9.1

Closure of a Bridge Due To an Inspection

It shall be noted, that in an event a structural defect poses immediate danger to public safety and needs to be
closed immediately, the District Bridge Engineer at his/her discretion shall close the bridge (fully or partially)
and as soon as possible and implement the following procedures. The Inspection Team Leader will need to
document their findings as outlined in Section 4.7 CS/I & CH/I Procedure and Documentation.
1. Upon observation of an unsafe condition which in the opinion of the Inspection Team requires closure
of a MassDOT bridge, the Inspection Team Leader (TL) shall immediately verbally notify the District
Bridge Inspection Engineer (DBIE) who after verification shall immediately verbally notify the District
Bridge Engineer (who will immediately notify the District Highway Director) and Area Engineer (who
in return will immediately notify the Bridge Inspection Engineer and the State Bridge Engineer). All of
the above notifications shall be documented in the inspection report prepared by the Team Leader.
2. The State Bridge Engineer or his/her designee after making his/her final decision will send an email
notification to the Administrator, Chief Engineer, District Highway Director, and the Director of
Communications advising them of the decision to close the bridge, followed by a phone call to each to
discuss the closure with available information at that time. The following actions shall transpire after
this notification:
•

District Highway Director (or his/her designee) shall do the following:
o
o
o
o
o
o

Contact the community and advise them of the bridge condition that warrants closure
Determine the potential impacts to the community
Assess the possible political and press ramifications
Assess the possible detour route if necessary
Determine if MassDOT assistance is needed/recommended (for Municipally owned bridges)
Forward this information to the Administrator, Chief Engineer, State Bridge Engineer and
Director of Communications and follow up with a phone call to ensure that there are no
unexpected situations
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District Bridge Inspection Engineer (DBIE) shall do the following:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

•

Indicate the type of the structure
Indicate the owner of the structure
Indicate the type of inspection (Routine, Special Member, Fracture Critical)
Indicate the inspection cycle
Indicate the Average Daily Traffic (from the SI&A)
Indicate the length of the detour (if applicable) from the SI&A
Forward this information to the Area Bridge Engineer and the District Bridge Engineer.

Area Bridge Inspection Engineer shall do the following:
o

•
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Forward the information received from the DBIE to the Bridge Inspection Engineer who then
forwards the information to the State Bridge Engineer or his designee

The State Bridge Engineer or his/her designee shall do the following:
o

o
o

Review the information available and discuss with Bridge Inspection Staff to determine if it is
likely that repairs can be performed to bring the loading back to level it was at (if a restriction
is recommended)
Review the information available and discuss with Bridge Inspection Staff to determine if is
likely that repairs can be performed to reopen the structure (if closure is recommended)
Forward the information to the Administrator, Chief Engineer, District Highway Director, and
Director of Communications and follow up with a phone call to ensure that there are no further
issues

3. The State Bridge Engineer may request an evaluation either by the District Bridge Engineer or the
Ratings & Overload Engineer.
4. The State Bridge Engineer or his/her designee then shall forward his/her decision by memo to the NBIS
file to the Bridge Inspection Engineer (who in return will notify the Area Bridge Inspection Engineer,
District Bridge Engineer and the District Bridge Inspection Engineer).
5. The Area Bridge Inspection Engineer will prepare an interoffice memorandum for the State Bridge
Engineer’s signature through the Chief Engineer to the District Highway Director in order to formally
notify him/her of this bridge closure.
6.9.2

Closure of a Bridge Due To a Rating Report

After a thorough review has been performed by the Ratings and Overload Unit on a rating report and a
recommendation to close or restrict a bridge is the outcome of the review and the State Bridge Engineer has
determined action to be appropriate, he/she will send an email notification to the Administrator, Chief Engineer,
District Highway Director, and the Director of Communications advising them of the decision to close the
bridge, followed by a phone call to each to discuss the closure with available information at that time.
•

District Highway Director shall do the following:
o

Contact the community and advise them of the closure
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o
o
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•
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Determine the potential impacts to the community
Assess the possible political and press ramifications
Assess a possible detour route if necessary
Determine if MassDOT assistance is needed/recommended (for municipally owned bridges)
Forward this information in to the Administrator, Chief Engineer, State Bridge Engineer, and
Director of Communications and follow up with a phone call to ensure that there are no
surprises

The State Bridge Engineer shall do the following:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Indicate the type of structure
Indicate the owner of the structure
Indicate the date of the last inspection
Indicate the inspection cycle
Average Daily traffic (from SI&A)
Length of detour (if applicable) from SI&A
Determine if it is likely that repairs can be performed to reopen the structure (if closure is
recommended)
Forward this information to the Administrator, Chief Engineer, District Highway Director, and
Director of Communications and follow up with a phone call to each to ensure that there are no
surprises

The State Bridge Engineer then shall forward his/her decision by memo to the NBIS file to the Bridge
Inspection Engineer (who in return will notify the Area Bridge Inspection Engineer, the District Bridge
Engineer and the District Bridge Inspection Engineer).
The Area Bridge Inspection Engineer will prepare a letter for the Chief Engineer's signature to the
Municipality Officials; see Attachments 6-15 Sample IOM to DHD Closure of State Owned Structure and
Attachment 6-16 Sample Letter to City/Town Closure of Municipally Owned Structure, in order to formally
notify them of this bridge closure.

6.10

DUAL RECOMMENDATIONS

Upon completion of a rating report review by the Ratings & Overload Unit, there may be times that a dual
recommendation may be contained in an NBIS memorandum signed by the State Bridge Engineer. An example
of a NBIS memorandum containing a dual recommendation is attached in Attachment 6-19: NBIS
Memorandum containing Dual Recommendations.
When a memo to the NBIS file is signed by the State Bridge Engineer containing dual recommendations the
following procedure is to be implemented depending upon if the bridge is owned by MassDOT or a
Municipality.
6.10.1 Dual Recommendations on Bridges Owned by MassDOT
After a thorough review of a rating report of a structure performed by the Ratings and Overload Unit and a
dual recommendation has been offered to the District, for a MassDOT structure, through a NBIS memorandum
signed by the State Bridge Engineer, the District Highway Director or his/her designee shall have five business
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days to respond in writing as to the action the District is going to implement in relation to the dual
recommendations contained in the NBIS memo. Specifically, the DHD will select which recommendation
he/she will implement and notify the State Bridge Engineer of the time frame to carry out the actions that the
district is preparing. If it is determined that the implementation time will be too great the District may be
required to implement some type of remedial measure to ensure the safety of the motoring public. The
following actions shall transpire after this notification has been received by the State Bridge Engineer;
•

The Area Bridge Inspection Engineer shall do the following:
o
o

•

Scan and email a copy of the NBIS memorandum with any attachments to the District Bridge
Engineer and District Bridge Inspection Engineer;
Follow up with a hard copy of the memorandum to the District Highway Director.

The District Bridge Inspection Engineer shall do the following:
o
o

Receive the response /action to be taken by the District Bridge Engineer and the District highway
Director.
Forward the response to the ABIE for incorporation into the NBIS file.

The ABIE will process the Rating report as outlined in Section 6.7. Verification that work has been
performed is to be confirmed by a bridge inspection being performed.
6.10.2 Dual Recommendations on Bridges Owned by Municipalities
After a thorough review of a rating report of a structure performed by the Ratings and Overload Unit and a
dual recommendation has been presented in the NBIS memorandum on a structure owned by a municipality,
The Area Bridge Inspection Engineer shall prepare a letter to the Municipality from the State Bridge Engineer.
The Municipal Representatives receiving the letter shall have ten business days to respond in writing as to the
action the Municipality is going to implement in relation to the dual recommendations contained in the NBIS
memo. Specifically, the Municipal Representative will select which recommendation the municipality will
implement and notify the State Bridge Engineer of the time frame to carry out the actions that the municipality
is preparing. If it is determined that the implementation time will be too great, the Municipality may be
required to implement some type of remedial measure to ensure the safety of the motoring public. The
following actions shall transpire after this notification has been received by the State Bridge Engineer;
•

The Area Bridge Inspection Engineer shall do the following:
o
o

•

Scan and email a copy of the NBIS memorandum with any attachments to the District Bridge
Engineer and District Bridge Inspection Engineer
Follow up with a hard copy of the memorandum to the District Highway Director

The District Bridge Inspection Engineer shall do the following:
o
o

Receive the response/action to be taken by the Municipality and schedule an Other Inspection
Report to document the response/action taken
Forward the completed Other Inspection report to the ABIE for incorporation into the NBIS file
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The ABIE will process the Rating report as outlined in Section 6.7. Verification that work has been
performed is to be confirmed by a bridge inspection being performed.
6.11

PROCEDURES FOR POSTING OF BRIDGES

To provide clear direction and policy for posting weight limits on bridges under the jurisdiction of the
MassDOT or the municipal inventory under the NBIS Regulations. Also, to provide safeguards to check that
bridges that require postings have appropriate visible signs and advance warning that weight limitations and
detours may exist.
In relation to the discussion of this section, it is appropriate to define the following terms:
MUTCD = Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (latest edition), Massachusetts uses the R12-5a
as its sign Standard (see Attachment 6-20 Posting Sign Standard)
At Bridge Signs: Signs erected immediately in advance of the bridge being posted at a distance of not
less than 100 feet (30.480 meters) from the bridge (MGL c. 85 s. 34)
Advance Warning Signs: Signs placed at approach road intersections or other points where a vehicle
which exceeds the posted weight limits must detour or turn around.
In order for a bridge to be considered properly posted, an At Bridge Sign must be within visible distance of
the structure and be erected facing each direction of traffic. If there is an intervening street between the sign and
the bridge, an additional sign must be erected immediately adjacent to the bridge. These additional signs must
be in place in order for the bridge to be considered properly posted.
The posting of a bridge shall include the installation of Advance Warning Signs as necessary; however, the
absence of any of these Advance Warning Signs will not preclude a coding of “P” for Item 41.
6.11.1 Procedures for Posting of Bridges Owned by MassDOT
The State Bridge Engineer shall notify the District by memo of the posting recommendation and the District
shall be responsible for erecting appropriate weight limit signs within the time limit specified in the memo.
This time limit shall typically be 30 days after receipt of the State Bridge Engineer’s posting recommendation,
except in the following circumstances, in which case the time limit shall be 10 working days:
•

If the recommended posting for any posting truck is for six (6) tons or less

•

If the new calculated Operating Rating (the maximum permissible load that can use the bridge on an
infrequent basis) is either:
o
o

Less than statutory in the case of an un-posted bridge, or
Less than the bridge’s current posting in the case of a posted bridge

District Personnel shall determine the exact location of At Bridge signs and Advance Warning signs.
Locations of At Bridge signs and Advance Warning signs and date of erection of signs shall be reported to the
District Bridge Inspection Unit in order to update the bridge’s inventory record. For the follow up procedure to
ensure the signs have been properly placed is in Section 6.12.
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If posting signs are missing, the DBIE shall request signs to be installed, refer to Attachment 6-21, MassDOT
Missing Posting Signs Notification Form-State Owned. The time frame for replacing missing posting signs
shall be the same as the time frame used when the signs were initially installed.
6.11.2 Procedures for Posting of Bridges Owned by Municipalities
The State Bridge Engineer shall notify the municipality by letter of the recommended weight limits for
posting. In the letter, the municipality shall be allowed 30 days from the date of the initial notification to erect
these signs, except in the following circumstances, in which case, the time limit shall be 15 working days:
•

If the recommended posting for any posting truck is for six (6) tons or less

•

If the new calculated Operating Rating (the maximum permissible load that can use the bridge on an
infrequent basis) is either:
o
o

Less than statutory in the case of an un-posted bridge, or
Less than the bridge’s current posting in the case of a posted bridge

Typically, for the sake of uniformity, MassDOT will supply the necessary initial signs. The sign posts will
also be provided if funds are available. The Municipality should order the signs through the MassDOT District
office.
District Personnel shall determine, with the Municipality, the exact location of At Bridge signs and Advance
Warning Signs. Locations of At Bridge signs and Advance Warning signs and date of erection of signs shall be
reported to the District Bridge Inspection Unit in order to update the bridge’s inventory record.
If posting signs are missing, the DBIE shall request signs to be installed, refer to Attachment 6-22, Letter to
Municipalities reporting Missing Posting Signs. Fabrication and erection of missing Posting Signs will be the
Municipality’s responsibility. The Municipality shall be allowed 30 days from the initial notification of
missing signs to replace them.
6.12
FOLLOW UP SITE VISIT PROCEDURES REGARDING INSTALLATION OF POSTING
SIGNS
The purpose of this section is to provide a guideline for the necessary actions required to ensure the
placement of appropriate signs at bridges when they are required.
6.12.1 MassDOT Owned Structures
Upon receiving a notice that a bridge should be posted, or notification that weight limit signs are missing, the
District shall erect the appropriate weight restriction signs in accordance with Section 6.11.1.
Locations of signs, truck detour route, if applicable, and date of erection of signs shall be reported to the
District Bridge Inspection Engineer to complete the verification process.
Within days 7 days after the deadline set above, the District Bridge Inspection Engineer shall assign someone
from his/her section to perform a follow-up sign site visit to assure that all the posting signs are properly
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installed. He/She will fill out the Follow-Up Verification of Sign Form, see Attachment 6-23 and submit it to
the District Bridge Inspection Engineer for the appropriate action to be implemented.
If the signs are in place no further action will be required. If the signs are not installed or not installed
properly then the Follow-Up Verification of Sign Form shall be sent by interoffice memo through the District
Highway Director to the MassDOT representative responsible for installation of the signs.
It shall be noted that if posting signs are not installed / or not properly installed, the above procedure shall be
repeated until posting signs are properly installed. In the case of no signs installed after the first site visit Item
41 shall be coded “B”.
6.12.2 Municipally Owned Structures
Upon receiving a notice that a municipally owned bridge should be posted, or notification that weight limit
signs are missing, the Municipality shall erect the appropriate weight restriction signs in accordance with
Section 6.11.2. Within days 7 days after the deadline set above, the District Bridge Inspection Engineer shall
assign someone from his/her section to perform a follow-up sign site visit to assure that all the posting signs are
properly installed. He/She will fill out the Follow-Up Verification of Sign Form, see Attachment 6-23 and
submit it to the District Bridge Inspection Engineer for the appropriate action to be implemented.
If the signs are not installed or not installed properly then by letter signed by the District Highway Director
(See Attachment 6-24) will be sent to the Municipality for appropriate action.
It shall be noted that if no signs are erected by the municipality, MassDOT, in the opinion of the Chief
Counsel, is authorized under the provisions of M.G.L. c 85,§ 35 to post the bridge on its own initiative. For
each case of non-compliance, the State Bridge Engineer, in consultation with the Chief Engineer and the
District Highway Director, will determine if MassDOT should exercise this right in the interest of public safety.
It shall be noted that if posting signs are not installed / or not properly installed, the above procedure shall be
repeated until posting signs are properly installed or MassDOT exercises it’s right to post the structure on its
own initiative. In the case of no signs are installed after the first site visit Item 41 shall be coded “B”.
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